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June 2019
Committee Meeting notes for April / May
After a very mild autumn we are now at the official start to winter and the
prospect of colder weather. Time to arrange indoor activities, perhaps, and get
some serious model building under way. Maintenance of our grounds has
continued although growth of grass and weeds has slowed a lot. Operation of
trains, boats and planes has been somewhat sporadic at times with indifferent
weather and winds, but it has been good to see members out and about their
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different hobbies. The boating section members have carried out work around the
pond by erecting a safety fence around the empty harbour area as well as a
shade-cloth shelter which will be appreciated during sunny weather. Work has
commenced on replacing timbers and hardware on the raised track truss bridge
which have deteriorated after 30-plus years of service. Where the tethered racing
car track was, is now an expanse rapidly becoming green and looking very tidy
with a dry stone wall made from broken-up car track concrete around the
perimeter.
The Annual General Meeting took place on Tuesday 9th April in the
clubrooms with a disappointingly low number of members attending. One can only
suppose the Committee is doing a satisfactory job and that members have no
complaints about how matters are run. The officers and Committee were reelected apart from Mark Taylor who is standing down for health reasons. We
appreciate his efforts and input to Committee discussions and decisions and thank
him for his service and for facilitating materials and use of equipment when
required.
The President’s report on club activities over the past year is attached for
your information.
The annual membership subscription remains the same as last year at $55
for ordinary senior members, $60 for family members, and $35 for junior and
country members. Thanks to members who have already renewed their
subscription and a reminder to those who have yet to pay that your subscriptions
are due and required for costs incurred in running the society during the year.
We welcome the following new members to the Society and wish them every
enjoyment in their hobby and membership:
Gordon Gardiner (Boating)
Jayden Molloy (Flying)
Michael Dudley (Boating)
Matthew Omond (Boating,Flying)
On Saturday 15th June it is planned to hold an NZR-themed locomotive day
at the Park. Richard Satherly of the Nelson Society is organising the event and
expects model engineers from other clubs will bring their NZR locomotives to use
our tracks and facilities. We don’t know how many will be attending but it will be a
chance to enjoy the day’s activities and time of fellowship. We will be providing
morning and afternoon refreshments and a light lunch. Our members are invited to
take part as well.
Nigel Wood
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Secretary / Treasurer
Engineering Section notes from April & May meetings
Numbers attending the meetings varied but each evening was enjoyable for
the time of fellowship, discussion on many wide ranging topics, and
viewing/discussing models or projects on display.
Lawrence Brehaut brought along his 5” gauge “Bexhill” locomotive which he

made some 46 years ago. It needs a little work to finish and will run on
compressed air. He ran into problems with leaks around the cylinders and put it to
one side. It looks very handsome and a delightful model.
Mark Taylor has been making
parts for his 5” gauge “Speedy”
locomotives and brought along
one of the hand pumps which will
be mounted in the side water
tanks. Hopefully a hand pump
will not be needed very often but
it is useful to have one which
delivers a satisfactory amount of
water when required.
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Patrick Robinson was given
the task of making “U” channel
brackets for the truss bridge rebuild
and brought one along to show. I
think he has to make around 50 of
these brackets, and while it doesn’t
keep him quiet (using a cut-off
saw), it certainly keeps him
occupied and is very appreciated.

Jim Acott had six wheels he machined for the tender of his 5” gauge “Aspinall”
locomotive. These were cast from the second set of patterns he made (the first set
didn’t allow sufficient material for machining). He made a lovely job of machining
the castings and described the process he went through. He hadn’t machined
wheels before and referred to YouTube clips for guidance. He is very pleased with
the result.
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Boating Section report
Sadly Allan Fairweather passed away on Tuesday after a long battle with his
health, out thoughts are with his wife and family. Allan was a very active member
of the club and was always ready to help wherever he could. He will be missed.
I haven’t been to the pond for the best part of two months, but I understand
boating has been good. The harbour area fence has been finished and the central
wharf has been used as a ramp for access, a shade sail erected, this will give a
nice area from which to do our boating. Grounds maintenance is ongoing and

some shrubs have been trimmed around the pond area.
We are still looking for ways to keep the pond clean, if you know of any pool
vacuum system or similar that we could use please let us know.
We have a boat hull, maybe a Marblehead, going free to anyone, and also a box of
second hand goodies. You can check these out on Thursday’s section meeting.
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Next section meeting Thurs 6th June at the clubrooms 7.30pm. Philip
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Flying Section Report
I have had several good and relatively calm Sunday flying sessions over the last
couple of months with few other flyers, the weather has been unseasonably warm
so far. Unfortunately my Giant Big Stik had a serious mishap, the wing came off as
I was flying downwind just beyond the treeline and it went down on the riverbed
rocks totally smashing the fuselage. The wing was not badly damaged. I have also
had my Ventura out for a few flights and that is going well (now 10 years old), and
regularly have the foamy flying wing as well. The more I fly my big Extra the more I
like it, it is such a nice plane to fly with no bad habits and very capable performer. I
have just swapped out the fuel tank for a much smaller one, it would fly for 12 to
15 minutes and still land with more than 3/4 of a tank left, unnecessary weight, and
have still to fly it again. Hopefully it won’t upset the handling, the C of G is set
correctly with empty fuel tank but with less fuel it may be slightly further back than
previously. https://youtu.be/6kInuD-nZ_s

A couple of thermal images above of the Extra at idle after a flight, relatively cheap
camera from Banggood and temperature readings don’t look too realistic
considering the air temperature was about 12 degrees C at the time, -2.4 degrees
on the spinner seems odd. Still looks cool though.
The Saturday gliding sessions have been going well, it is always a challenge to
complete a set task as well as possible in whatever conditions you face.
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I have been re-writing the Tuamarina flying rules, with help from a couple of
members who replied to previous emails, and will email a copy out to members
shortly so everyone can have a say. Once they are finalised I will present them at
the next committee meeting and send everyone a copy and post a copy on the hut
at our Tuamarina flying field.
Well done to Alan Baker and Greg Trought for their Model aviation contribution to
the Classic fighters Air Show, see Alan’s report later in this newsletter.
Just a reminder, Subs are now due if you have not already paid.
Have fun, fly safely.
Carl M.
Soaring
The MAMS gliding group continues much as before with a core of nine members
regularly flying gliders on Saturday and Wednesday mornings. For anyone
interested in flying model aircraft, particularly soaring models, May has presented
us with a lot of beautiful Marlborough autumn days. Everyone appreciates the
clear skies, bright sunshine and relatively calm weather that has been so common
this past month, but just because the day is lovely it doesn’t necessarily follow that
there will be a lot of lift around - some days it’s there in abundance and some days
it isn’t.
This month we had just one competition to fly in the NDC series that we have done
so well in recently. Known as ALES 123, this competition allows everyone a climb
under power of up to 20 seconds and to a maximum altitude of 123 metres. The
aim then is to glide for 6 minutes exactly and land close to a designated spot, a
variation on the common theme for most of the competitions we fly in NDC. 6
minutes doesn’t seem too long until you are trying to do it and then you find that
it’s essential to find lift for some of the flight or there’s no way you are able go the
distance.
Lift is something we talk about quite a lot and most people will be aware that we
are referring to rising air which provides a source of energy that allows us to
sustain flight with our soaring models. Everyone will have observed birds,
particularly hawks, circling in thermals and climbing rapidly without flapping their
wings. This is a good example of flying in lift and it’s what we hope to emulate with
our models. Of course we have none of the bird’s well developed senses, which
give it the ability to feel what is happening, and we must rely on our eyes alone,
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and usually from some distance away, to try to find lift and stay with it - it’s not
easy!
Classically there are four sources of the rising air we are looking for:
1. Thermals, where localised areas of warm air (which is lighter than the
surrounding air) rise in columns or bubbles.
2. Ridge Lift, where wind is forced upward by the shape of the land. We use this
effect when slope soaring.
3. Convergence, where two moving air masses meet and one is forced upwards
over the other.
4. Wave Lift, generally associated with mountains but sometimes results from wind
curling over a hill and bouncing upwards off the ground.
That’s a simplistic summary of a complex subject but if we find lift it will be
provided by one of those sources and all can occur at Tuamarina at times.
Thermals are typically created when something, usually the sun, warms a patch of
ground and the air immediately above it. They are the most demanding lift to fly in
because they are generally columns of restricted area and they move with the
wind. That’s why hawks circle (to stay in the column) and drift downwind when
thermalling.
We might find ridge lift near the hills at Tuamarina when the wind is from the south
but that often means flying at the limits of vision so only the bigger models can
take advantage of this, and it can be difficult getting back to the flying field
because you will have a head wind all the way.
Most will have noticed that the movement of clouds is frequently in a different
direction to the wind at ground level and it’s not uncommon to find areas of lift that
we generally put down to convergence. At Tuamarina we often see a light
southerly breeze low down and a brisk north westerly up higher which can
generate very strong lift if you can reach it - it also produces a lot of turbulence at
the boundary between the two air masses and, while the lift is great fun, the
turbulence isn’t.
Every now and then a north east breeze loops over the Tuamarina hills toward
Rarangi and bounces upwind of the flying field (at least we think that’s what
happens) producing a standing wave and strong, almost continuous lift which
stays more or less in the same place. The air is smooth and the biggest worry is
the danger of getting so high the model becomes difficult to see. When that
happens you fly away from the wave, dive down to a lower altitude then return to
the wave and happily climb to altitude again.
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So that’s what we are looking for and it’s a really good feeling the first time you
strike some lift and your model magically climbs into the sky. However, lift seldom
sits in one place for long periods. Any variation in velocity or direction of the wind
can cause convergence and wave to move or stop altogether and when warm air
rises in a thermal it is replaced by cold air descending into the low pressure zone,
otherwise known as sink which has the opposite effect to lift - it drives the model
down. Understanding and navigating amongst these atmospheric effects takes a
while to learn but the rewards in achievement are worth the effort and we are here
to help so drag yourself along and have a go.
One of the things we do enjoy in Marlborough is frequent clear blue skies. Trev
Faulkner took the photo below of Phil Sparrow’s Radian on landing approach to a
familiar heavenly body.

Rex
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Airshow Report and photo’s by Alan Baker

A few notes about the 'night' witches. Greg and I started work on them in
December by making a seven foot Rogallo wing out of plastic rubbish bags. We
hung an electric motor and battery below the wing in various positions to see if we
could get one to glide, and then worked up to powered flight in a straight line.
Once we had thrust lines and centre of gravity nailed down we began to see if we
could control them enough to climb and turn. The biggest problem was Dutch
rolling, where the adverse yaw really takes over and they try to roll upside down in
the opposite direction to the desired turn. This was solved enough by increasing fin
area at the rear and reducing wetted area forward of the cog. Other improvements
came by way of the Rogallo wing shape ensuring that when inflated it resulted in a
fin effect down the centre line. Just two weeks before the show we got them flying
well enough to give us confidence that they could be flown safely in front of the
crowd. On the night my one (with the cat in the back) was quite nice to fly while the
other one was not so easy. Add to orientation problems in the half light, and
Andrew Palmer had his work cut out. Good job he is current Australasian aerobatic
champion, and our V1 pilot. The final witches had a nine foot wing span and were
powered by a 6s cell driving a motor with a 14x6 prop. Thanks to Gary who lent
motors and servos.
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It was a fun project, and although it was the cheapest of the aircraft flying at the
show, Graham Orphan reports they were among the crowd favourites. Greg
Trought deserves the credit for doing most of the work, my role was simply to test
fly them and make suggestions. If any members have suggestions for CF 2021 let
me know. Better still give us a hand.
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The V1 model from previous Air Shows reworked to represent the “manned”
version that was successfully test flown by Hanna Reitsch, and others, but never
used operationally.

For Sale
Norgren compressed air accessories, pressure regulator p/n 11-002-001 (1/4”), air
filter p/n F11-200-M3MA (1/4”), pressure gauge 160 psi
All are unused in boxes, the pressure gauge has minor case damage. Somebody
make me an offer - these are quality items and they’ll be cheap.
Rex Ashwell
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MAMS Membership and Subscription Structure
Ordinary Member (all Sections)
S55.00
Family membership
$60.00
Junior Member
$35.00
Country Member (+40km from Blenheim) $35.00
Life Member
Nil.
Members may belong to any or all of the following Sections, for one Ordinary
Membership fee:
Engineering Boating - Flying.
Flying Section members may join MFNZ (Recommended) for an additional
annual fee of: Senior $88 Junior $25, and Family $93, paid to MAMS.
NOTE: MFNZ Fees must be paid to the club before 31 March. New members
joining after 1st January can be charged a full year fee and they will be recorded as
financial members of the 2018/19 year.
For on-line payments members just have to use the club account number, give
their name and purpose of payment, i.e. MAMS subs, and/or MFNZ subs.
SBS Bank Account number is 031355 0512739 00
Subscription Policy: Financial membership shall cease if the required
subscription fee has not been paid by the 31st of July. Non-financial members
are not covered by our insurance policy and therefore cannot operate their
models at our designated sites, and they do not receive a Newsletter.
(New members who have joined and paid their Subs from December 2018
onwards are still considered paid up club members for 2019/2020 year)
Those who have paid their subscription since the last AGM may collect their
membership card and receipt from a folder on the notice board in the clubroom.
Anyone not wishing to renew their membership please let the treasurer, or a
committee member, know. If any flying section members are not renewing their
membership could they also return their key to the flying field.
Publication dates: 1st week of February, April, June, August, October, and
December.
Please get any items (Notices, articles, or for sale items etc) for the August issue
to the editor a few days before the end of July.
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